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Abstract. In the past ten years, our team has developed a method
called morphological analysis that deals with malware detection. Morphological analysis focuses on algorithms. Here, we want to identify programs through their functions, and more precisely with the intention of
those functions. The intention is described as a vector in a high dimensional vector space in the spirit of compositional semantics. We show how
to use the intention of functions for their clustering. In a last step, we
describe some experiments showing the relevance of the clustering and
some of some possible applications for malware identification.
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Introduction

In this contribution, we are concerned with the retro-engineering of malware. In
particular, we think to CERTs (Computer Emergency Response Team) where
people must determine the content of some attacks; usually, they are asked to
give answers quite quickly. Saving time is not just an option. This task is awfully
complicate, and demands some high skills and high education. Indeed, the major
part of questions are not computable, and thus only talented people may handle
such issues. Since the number of attacks is arising [Sym16], we think there is a
strong need to give some help, that is to provide automatic tools that output
some insights on what’s happening.
To get the outline of the behavior of a program, the
import address table (iat) provides a list of external functions that are called. Those include low level system calls.
Naturally, those functions give good hints on the job of
the program itself. As a justification of the fact, we recall
that the (famous, if not the most) retro-engineering tool
called ida introduces this list on its front page as shown
on the right. No doubt about it, we are aware that import tables may be hidden by malware or by packers,
in particular in the case of code injection. But actually
that enforces our argument: showing your import table
is telling who you are.
In this paper, we put the focus on functions and we
report some experiment that we made about classification. We show in a second

part how that can be related to malware classification. But before going further,
let us come back to the context of this research. We have developed at the High
Security Lab in Nancy a detection method called morphological analysis. Let us
say few words about it. For deeper explanations, we refer the reader to [BKM09].
So, given some program—no matter if it is a malware or not—, we extract its
control flow graph, either by a static analysis or a dynamic one. In the latter case,
we use an instruction tracer that is made as stealthy as possible, in particular
against anti-debugging techniques or anti-virtualization procedures. In the end,
we transform the control flow graph to avoid basic obfuscations and we cut it into
small pieces called sites. Sites are used as code signatures : they are identified
up to some isomorphism. To sum up, the method focuses on algorithms. But
algorithms may not reveal the intention behind them. Our slogan here is that
functions can do it. There is nothing new at that point: functional models (recall
SADT!) are central to software engineering (e.g. Ross [Ros77]).
Let us push a little bit further this idea of extracting the intention of a
function. For the internal functions of a malware (and possibly for sane programs), there are no chances to extract it easily. Indeed, malware are awfully
obfuscated, and thus two consequences: first, at the binary level, the code is
completely blurred, typically, call 0x12345678 is replaced by push eax, jmp
0x12345678 where eax points to the current instruction. The replacement can be
opposite, that is jmp 0x12345678 can be replaced by call 0x12345678, ...,
pop eax with pop eax pointing at position 0x12345678. Second point, malware
writters use tricks to hide functions. For instance, function call conventions are
not followed: the signature 55 8B EC corresponding to the standard sequence
push ebp, mov ebp, esp is no longer operative. Thus, it becomes even difficult
to identify correctly functions within a malware code. Finally, (and obviously,
but for the sake of the argument, we must mention it!), the malware does not
come with any documentation nor debugging hints. Thus, extracting the intention of internal functions of malware is difficult, and precisely this is the task of
retro-analysts.
But, for the functions that occur within external calls, the situation is quite
different. External calls refer to dynamically loaded libraries which—if correctly designed—provide well identified functionalities via functions. Moreover,
libraries are—should be—well documented within their API. Furthermore, they
are manually written, and for that reason, are one of the best sources of information for our purpose.
The goal of this paper is to show that one can extract meaningful informations
from documentation in a retro-engineering perspective. We used microsoft’s
API documents as a source. We used it because it is correctly1 formatted and
uniform, but the method may be used for other vendors. We also used it since
many malware are written for windows and thus refer to microsoft’s system
library such as kernel32.dll or msvcr100.dll.
There is one objection we want to address. One may argue that external function calls are usually heavily hidden by malware obfuscations, thus it would be
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but not fully!

difficult to identify those functions via (for instance) import address tables. Second point, malware authors include statically some functions within the malware
code so that they are not imported. This contribution is not about function identification. For that, we have shown that morphological analysis is able to do it,
even in a hostile code. For instance, we established the correspondence between
functions of two famous malware regin and qwerty in [BMS15]. We recall that
regin has been considered as one of the most sophisticated malware, see the
nice report by Kaczmarek [Kac15]. In conclusion, we think that the problem is
solved by combining morphological analysis and function analysis.
Our contribution has three facets. First, we associate to each function its
intention. To do that, we use the idea of Vector Space Semantics (VSS) coming
from Natural Language Processing. Each function will be associated to some vector representing its semantics. We built an IDA-plugin that shows this mapping.
Second, we propose some clustering algorithms. Indeed, depending on the depth
of the analysis, the retro-analyst may not need2 to distinguish functions such
as calloc or malloc, both dealing with memory allocation. Thus the idea of
clusters. We propose different versions of clustering procedures and we compare
them. In the perspective of VSS, clusters correspond actually to the concepts
that generalize the ones of their underlying inhabitants. Third, we show how to
relate the function clustering to a malware detection procedure. The idea that
two programs are close when they use same function is quite common, especially
for the android OS (e.g. [PZ13]). We show that clusters are even better. Doing
so, we justify the relevance of clusters, and we show them in action.
But, before we enter into technical details, we would like to make a reference
to the paper by Teh and Stewart in [TS12] who mention that there are good
malware detectors based on multi-layer perceptron whose inputs are features
extracted from executable file. However, these tools work too much as black
boxes and they do not bring human readable evidences. They conclude that these
tools are not that good for retro-analysis. What we do is precisely to establish
a human readable correspondence between programs and functionalities.
In Section 2, we present how we built an initial database. It contains informations coming from microsoft’s documentation. On these, we had to run
some specific tools that extract the ”meaning” of the function, that is a weighted
vector of words. These are based on Natural Language Processing libraries. In
Section 3, we present our clustering algorithm with three variations on function
distances. We compare the three classification procedures with standard classification measures and we discuss pro and cons of each measure. In Section
4, we relate the clustering to some external evaluation. We use microsoft’s
classification and some customized tests.
At the time of the conference, we will publish all python scripts that we
used all along, and our rough databases are available on https://github.com/
JulienOuryNogues/DataBase-Function-Microsoft/.
2
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2

The semantics of functions

We describe the procedure that maps functions within libraries to their intention.
This is done in three steps: first, we associate libraries to functions, then, we
associate functions to documentation and finally, we extract the intention of the
function, that is, its semantics.
2.1

Extracting function names from libraries

As stated in the introduction, we worked with dll coming from microsoft libraries. Those are the most used, and certainly the most interesting since they
are directly used for communications with the Operating System.
Our database is built from the 2481 dll which are coming with the installation disc of our Windows distribution (Vista 64bits). A rapid comparison with
other windows distribution shows that results/conclusions should not be very
different. For each dll, using the python library Pefile, we get a table partly
shown in Figure 1:

Fig. 1: The first 6 functions within accessibilitycpl.dll

This table contains the list of functions exported by the dll. Each function is
given by its Ordinal Number, its Relative Virtual Address and its name as should
be referred by calling executables. Actually, according to microsoft’s policy,
names are optional, only Ordinals are mandatory. We keep only those lines with
a Name. Second, some Names follow a mangling format corresponding to Visual
C/C++. Typically, we read :
??0IndexOutOfRangeException@UnBCL@@QEAA@PEAVString@1@PEAVException@1@@Z

In which case, our heuristics is to take the first alphanumeric string occuring
within the sentence (with a python filter of the shape r’\d*(\w*)’). In the
end, we got 50306 distinct names out of the dlls (34964 directly, 15342 via
‘demangling’).
2.2

Extracting function documentation

The documentation of functions has been extracted from microsoft website.
We used two different ways to do it. First, we took the root of the windows
api index documentation that is stored at https://msdn.microsoft.com/
fr-fr/library/windows/desktop/ff818516(v=vs.85).aspx. We visited the

site from this rooting node, and we filtered pages corresponding to function
documentation. Doing so, we got a source page for 6155 functions.
Compared to the 50306 functions mentioned above, that is clearly not enough.
To complete it, we did some requests of the shape https://social.msdn.
microsoft.com/search/en-US/windows?query= on microsoft search tool. On
the 44151 remaining functions, we performed the requests. Sometimes, we got
more than one answer, typically for functions with close names (printf vs
wprintf), in which case, we took them all! In the end, we got 24149 inputs
on the total. We denote by F the set of functions with documentation.
Now, let us come to the typical content of a page that is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: DefRawInputProc’s description

Thus, we get for each function,
–
–
–
–
–

its name,
its short description,
its profile
typed arguments and their description
return value and its type.

The windows api tree describes 211 ”categories/key words” among which
155 correspond to functions (versus structures). We appended within our database
this category for those functions that could be properly situated within the tree.
We crossed these informations with those extracted from the pefile as seen
in previous section, and, all in all, we have a table whose entries contain: a name,

a relative virtual address, a dll name, a windows distribution name, a short
description, a profile, arguments and return value description and a windows
category. The database is accessible for research purposes on our website https:
//github.com/JulienOuryNogues/DataBase-Function-Microsoft.
2.3

Data preparation, some natural language tools

Once we have a complete database, we want to perform some function classification. Indeed, for instance, the reverse-engineer may work at some abstract level
for which there are no good reasons to discriminate wprintf from printf, both
dealing with printing. The clustering is supposed to cope that intuition.
Function descriptions are written in English/American English, and thus in
a natural language. Our classification purpose algorithm relies on what is called
vector space models of meaning [Sch98] (or more abstractly distributional semantics) that has shown to be very powerful those last years by Copestake and
Herbelot [CH16] or by Abramsky and Sadrzadeh [AS14]. The rise of distributional semantics is due to the fact that the method requires large amount of
textual data for its learning process, and these amounts are now available. The
key idea behind the model can be summed up as follows: two words are close
if they occur in same contexts. Dogs and cats eat, are stroked and sleep. In
some way, the concept of a pet arises from this proximity. In that paradigm, the
meaning of a word (and contexts, and clusters) is represented by a vector in a
high dimensional vector space whose basis is built on words themselves.
The main problem with the approach is that some words blurs the cooccurence relation that is underlying. Typically, stop words which play a grammatical role without bringing some particular concepts: ”with”, ”to”, ”the”, and
so on. We have a first stage that removes them. To do that we use the nltk
python library (Natural Language Tool Kit [Bir15]). In a first step, we apply a
part-of-speech tagger that associate to each word its category (e.g. noun, verb,
adjective, determinant, etc). Then, we keep only verbs, nouns and adjective.
For instance, printf’s description is that it submits a custom shader message
to the information queue. Applying the Part-Of-Speech Tagging, we get:
[(’submits’, ’NNS’), (’a’, ’DT’), (’custom’, ’NN’), (’shader’, ’NN’),
(’message’, ’NN’), (’to’, ’TO’), (’the’, ’DT’), (’information’, ’NN’),
(’queue’, ’NN’), (’.’, ’.’)]
And then,
[(’submit’, ’NNS’), (’custom’, ’NN’), (’shader’, ’NN’),
(’message’, ’NN’), (’information’, ’NN’), (’queue’, ’NN’)]
Second step of our process deals with lemmatization. It is well known that
some words have many inflectional forms: verbs (am, are, is, be) and nouns
(singular or plural). For our purpose, there is no reasons to distinguish ”submits”
from ”submit”. Lemmatization aims to associate to each word in a sentence its
lemma, that is the ”core” word. The task is not that easy and we used the tool

provided by nltk. Applying lemmatization on our example, we get for the verb
”submits”: (’submits’, ’NNS’, ’submit’).
In a third step, we remove some specific words that are so common that they
bring more noise to the discrimination procedure than they bring informations.
The complete list is ["none", "be", "specify", "function", "DLL"].
We end the process by forgetting all decorations. The resulting vector on our
current example is:
{’submits’:1, ’custom’:1, ’shader’:1, ’message’:1, ’information’:1,
’queue’:1}
The database is available on the website https://github.com/JulienOuryNogues/
DataBase-Function-Microsoft.

3

Function classification

In this section, we present some clustering methods for functions. The rough idea
is to avoid dubious distinctions, between several forms of printf for instance. In
microsoft documentation, there is already a clustering of functions. Actually,
functions are gathered within a tree structure that can be used for our purpose.
However, it is not sufficient, for at least two reasons. First, only a third of functions occur within the tree (around 6100 over 20000). And second, microsoft’s
classification is not used by other libraries. We prefer to have a direct method.
Generally speaking, we apply a standard classification algorithm, the k-mean
to function descriptions. The main point is then to define a proper distance
between functions. We propose three definitions and we compare them.
Given a word w and a function f ∈ F, we denote by n(w, f) the number of
occurrences of w within the (formatted as above) description of the function f.
Each function f is transformed into a vector vf as follows:
X
−
vf =
n(w, f)→
w
w∈W

−
where W denotes the set of english words and the family (→
w )w∈W defines the
(orthogonal) basis of our vector space.
Definition 1 (µ-measure). Given two functions f and g, we define µ(f, g) =
|vf − vg |
where |v| denotes the euclidian norm of the vector v.
|vf | + |vg |
The second measure we use is known as Levensthein distance. Given two
words u, v on some alphabet Σ, the Levensthein measure is the number of
characters that must be removed or added to the first word to reach the second
one. It is denoted by δ(u, v) in the sequel. For some function f, Namef denotes
its name (as to be opposed to its description).
Definition 2 (δ-measure). Given two functions f and g, we define δ(f, g) =
δ(Namef , Nameg ).

There is a slight abuse in notation, δ being used twice, but the context should
be clear.
Finally, we introduce a variant of the µ-measure that is obtained by weighting
words according to their relative frequency. This is known as TF-IDF (Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency). The intention of this measure is to
decrease the weight of words that occur in a majority of documents. In the
present case, each function description !
is considered to be a document and thus,
|F|
. The weight of a word w ∈ W in a
idf (w) = log
|{f ∈ F | n(w, f) 6= 0}|
function f ∈ F is thenP
defined as ω(w, f) = n(w, f) × idf (w). From that, we
−
define the vector v0 f = w∈W ω(w, f)→
w . And, correspondingly, we propose:
Definition 3 (µ0 -measure). Given two functions f and g, we define µ0 (f, g) =
|v0 f − v0 g |
.
|v0 f | + |v0 g |
3.1

Clustering

In this section, we compare the influence of the three different measures on
function clustering. We denote by d any measure among {µ, δ, µ0 }. We write
d(f, S) = min{d(f, g) | g ∈ S} given f ∈ F and S ⊆ F.
We use the standard k-mean algorithm. Nevertheless, we want to make three
observations. So, the algorithm is as follow:
def cluster(F, k): #F is the set of functions, k is the parameter
P = choose(F, k) # P chooses a list of k initial sets
end = False
while(not end): # (loop 1)
nP = [set() for i in range(k)] # nP is the next P, k empty sets
for f in F: # (loop 2)
nP.add(argmin ([ d(f, P[i]) for i in range(k)]))
end = nP == P
P = nP
First, we begin with a choice of the first k representative based on a density
argument. This choice is important since it will modify the number of times
1 P
we perform loop 1. More technically, we compute d(f) =
d(f, g) for
|F| g∈F
each function f, we order that list in decreasing order. Then, we choose the (an
approximation of the) largest value m such that we can find k representative
Fk = {f1 , . . . , fk } such that d(f, Fk ) ≤ m for any function f and for all 1 ≤ i ≤
k, d(fi ) = max{d(f) | d(f, fi ) ≤ m}.
In the algorithm, we have to compute
the distance d(f, P[i]) from a function
P
d(f,
g)
g∈P
f to some cluster P, that is d(f) =
. For µ and µ0 , we compute first
|P|

P
the mean vector vP = f∈P vf /|P| so that loop (2) costs k × n with n = |F|.
For Levenshtein measure, there is no mean words, so that you have to compute
each sum separately. The cost is then (of the order) n2 .
3.2

Levenshtein versus vectors

With a first observation and k set to 1600 (to be compared to the 150’s of window), we observe a similarity between Levenshtein’s clustering and µ-clustering.
In Figure 3, we present a cluster obtained by µ-measure. Each line gives a function name followed by its corresponding vector. One observes that their names
are close, it corresponds to a Levenshtein cluster!
waveOutMessage ,{'waveoutmessage': 1,'driver': 1,'send': 1,'device': 1,'output': 1,'message': ,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutGetPitch ,{'retrieve': 1,'current': 1,'setting': 1,'waveoutgetpitch': 1,'pitch': 1,'device': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutSetPlaybackRate,{'set': 1,'device': 1,'rate': 1,'playback': 1,'waveoutsetplaybackrate': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutRestart ,{'resume': 1,'paused': 1,'device': 1,'playback': 1,'waveoutrestart': 1, 'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutPrepareHeader ,{'prepare': 1,'waveoutprepareheader': 1,'playback': 1,'waveform-audio': 1,'data': 1,'block': 1}
waveOutClose ,{'give': 1,'waveoutclose': 1,'output': 1,'device': 1,'close': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutSetPitch ,{'set': 1,'device': 1,'pitch': 1,'waveoutsetpitch': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutOpen ,{'waveoutopen': 1,'give': 1,'playback': 1,'device': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1,'open': 1}
waveOutWrite ,{'give': 1,'send': 1,'waveoutwrite': 1,'device': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1,'data': 1,'block': 1}
waveOutGetVolume ,{'volume': 1,'retrieve': 1,'level': 1,'current': 1,'device': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutSetVolume ,{'waveoutsetvolume': 1,'set': 1,'level': 1,'volume': 1,'device': 1,'output': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}
waveOutGetPosition ,{'retrieve': 1,'give': 1,'current': 1,'playback': 1,'output': 1,'device': 1,'position': 1,'waveform-audio': 1}

Fig. 3: One of the categories, k = 1600

3.3

Experimental protocol

Let us validate this observation. We use three similarity indices. They show different aspects of the similarities, see [Qué12] for an in depth discussion. We suppose
we are given two partitions (not necessarily with same value k), (Pi )i=1..n and
(Qj )j=1..m of the set FPof size N . SetPni,j = |PiP
∩ Qj |, ni,. = |P
= |Qj |,
n.,jP
Pi | and
ni,j
ni,.
ni,j
n.,j
ni,j
then, we define: a =
,
b
=
−
,
c
=
−
2
2
2
2
2
i,j
i
i,j
j
i,j
 P ni,j  P n.,j  P ni,. 
N
and d = 2 +
−
−
2
2
2 .
i,j

j

i

The three similarity measures we use are Rand index: R =

a+d
,
a+b+c+d

a
2a
and Dice’s index D =
. Rand’s index
a+b+c
2a + b + c
evaluates in which way two partitions agree for pairwise elements (whether they
are similar or not), Jaccard’s evaluates only similarities and Dice’s strengthen
similarities. These are the symmetric forms. If the partition (Pi )i=1..n is finer
than (Qj )j=1..m , that is if n < m, one uses the non symmetric versions: R̃ =
a+c
2a + c
a+d+c
, J˜ =
and D̃ =
which avoids the fact that
a+b+c+d
a+b+c
2a + b + c
a partition in Qi that would be perfectly split within (Pj )j , that is Qi =
∪`=i1 ,...,ik P` , is wrongly evaluated.
Jaccard’s index, J =

4

External validation

Up to now, we worked without any references to other forms of evaluation. We
do it in three different ways. The first objective is to evaluate the relevance of
the clustering process as defined above. The second reason is that we want to
justify the value of the parameter k.
4.1

Windows categorization

Windows provides its own categories. We want to compare these with our own
tool. We sum up our results on the following plot:

Fig. 4: Window vs µ

There are several observation that we want to make. First, Dice and Jaccard
indices are closed. Thus, there are are no distance distortion.
The figure shows that the clustering reaches a maximum for the symmetric
Jaccard distance when the two partitions have same parameter k and the value
is not very high—close to 10%–, but significant (compared to some random
clusters). Differences between window’s classification and our is due to the fact
that some functions use specific vocabulary. For instance, GetProcAddress and
LoadLibrary which are within the category ”DLL” have no common words in
their vectors:
GetProcAddress, {’library’: 1, ’address’: 1, ’retrieve’: 1, ’dynamic-link’: 1, ’specified’: 1, ’variable’: 1, ’dll’: 1, ’export’: 1}
LoadLibrary, {’cause’: 1, ’specified’: 2, ’call’: 1, ’address’: 1, ’load’: 2, ’space’: 1, ’module’: 3, ’process’: 1, ’other’: 1}

Third, observe that we get a good refinement of window’s classification. We
reach a value of 96.6% for k = 800 for the asymmetric Jaccard distance. Finally, on our motivating example, we get the cluster (for k=1600): fwprintf s,
wprintf s, wscanf s, sscanf s, fscanf s, fwscanf s, swscanf s, scanf s,
fprintf s, printf s , fread s, scanf, wscanf, wprintf, printf.

4.2

Do similar programs share similar functions?

We built a database from 25 programs ”grouped” in 5 categories. The first four
are video players, browsers, archivers and text editors, the last one is made of
microsoft office’s main applications. For each category, we chose the most
common softwares.
Given a function clustering, F = ∪ki=1 Fi , we define the homomorphism φ :
F
R → Rk by φ(f) = ej where {e1 , . . . , ek } is an orthogonal basis3 of Rk and j
is the (unique) index such that f ∈ Fj . From the homomorphism, one defines
the cluster distance between two vectors v and v0 in RF to be ∆(v, v0 ) =
|φ(v) − φ(v0 )|. In other words, applied to functions, this is the euclidian distance
up to the clustering. Notice that given the definition of the homomorphism,
given two functions f and g, we have the inequality: ∆(vf , vg ) ≤ |vf − vg |. With
clusters, the world is smaller–in terms of dimensions– and more dense–functions
being close.
From that definition, one can measure the distance between two programs:
Definition 4. Given two programs p1 and p2 importing respectively functions
f1 , . . . , fk and g1 , . . . , gm , we define vp1 = vf1 +· · ·+vfk and vp2 = vg1 +· · ·+vgm .
Then, the cluster distance between programs is ∆(p1 , p2 ) = ∆(vp1 , vp2 ). And the
∆(p1 , p2 )
˜ 1 , p2 ) =
where 0 is the null
normalized distance is ∆(p
∆(vp1 , 0) + ∆(vp2 , 0)
vector within Rk .

Fig. 5: Program distance. Clustering with k = 400

In the table above, we computed the normalized distance between the applications of our database. Two observations. First, if one takes the closest programs (outside itself!), the result is not surprising: firefox is close to safari,
gvim to notepad and safari to quicktime. These relationships differ, either
applications have same purpose, or they share development.
In a second step, we use the correlation matrix above to perform some clustering for the distances in Figure 7. For that sake, we used the k-mean algorithm
with k = 6, that is 5 categories plus one for trash. We get the following result:
3

Being unique up to isomorphism, the definition does not depend on this choice.

Cluster 1
izarc2go
peazip
notepad++
gvim
pspad

Cluster 2
winrar
winzip32
7zFM
editpad7
excel

Cluster 3
chrome
opera
iTunes
realplay
wmplayer

Cluster 4
firefox
safari
quicktime
vlc

Cluster 5
iexplore
winword
powerpnt

Cluster 6
notepad
mspaint
wordpad

The table shows that proximity is explained either by close functionalities,
or by a close (past or current) development process. However, we can conclude
that a such a classification remains quite imprecise. For retro-engineering, this
is not really problematic since the analyst would cope errors, but we could not
use it for detection for which false positive ratio must be low.
Finally, to show the role of function clustering, we worked directly with the
direct distance between programs ∆0 (p1 , p2 ) = |vp1 −vp2 |. The program clustering
is not as good as above.
Indeed, if we do not modify the convergence parameter (which corresponds
to some cluster distance), the algorithm converges to only one category. So, we
have to put a looser parameter (from 0.45 to 0.6) to get again some ”reasonable”
clusters. We get the following table. One observes a big category still emerges.
It is actually the trash category (those who can’t be compared to any others).
Note also that the other categories are not as relevant as above.
Cluster 1
winrar
winzip32
7zFM
notepad++
notepad
chrome
opera
iTunes
4.3

Cluster 2
izarc2go
peazip
gvim
editpad7
pspad
excel

Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5
firefox
quicktime mspaint
safari
vlc
wordpad
realplay

Cluster 6
iexplore
wmplayer
winword
powerpnt

Packer identification

One may refine the preceding experiment as follows. The distance we define on
programs does not take into account the order in which functions are used, or if
they are used once or several times. The run distance defined below takes this into
consideration. Characterizing programs using function sequence as signatures
is known in the literature as behavioral detection (see for instance [JDF08]).
Usually, results are not very good due to the high ambiguity (with respect to
function sequence) of program behaviors (e.g. [BGM10]). But, what we do here
is much more modest. We just want to identify some very particular behaviors,
those coming from a small set of packers.
Given a program p calling some functions f1 , . . . , fk , let us run p on some
inputs, one gets a sequence w ∈ {f1 , . . . , fk }∗ of the functions called along the

computation. We define R to be the set of all inputs, and for r ∈ R, we define
wp,r to be the sequence of the called functions of the program p on inputs r. For
the sake of the argument, we will restrict runs to be finite, so are wp,r for all
r ∈ R.
Let us suppose given a clustering F = ∪ki=1 Fi . for all f ∈ F, γ(f) denotes its
cluster, that is a number within {1, . . . , k}. The definition extends to sequences:
γ(f1 , . . . , fm ) = γ(f1 ) · · · γ(fm ) ∈ {1, . . . , k}m .
Definition 5. Given two programs p1 and p2 , we define their run distance to be
δ(p1 , p2 ) = E(r 7→ δ(γ(wp1 ,r ), γ(wp2 ,r ))), that is the expectation of the distances
of the runs, the words in {1, . . . , k}∗ being compared with respect to Levenshtein
distance.
There are infinitely many runs, so that it is hard to get the distance between
two programs, actually undecidable. However, for packer identification, one may
observe that packers are almost insensitive to inputs outside some self-protection
mechanisms. This is for instance what is done by Calvet in [Cal10]. Thus, we
will approximate run distance by the distance on one run.

Fig. 6: Program distance

If one uses the rough run distance, one gets a correlation matrix that reveal
the similarity between the original code and its packed form. Thus, to identify
packers, one use the C-prefix run distance for some C ∈ N, that is δ p (p1 , p2 ) =
mini>C (E(r 7→ δ(γ(wp1 ,r )[0..i], γ(wp2 ,r )[0..i]))). We take C = 10. The result is:

Fig. 7: Program distance

Then, packers are correctly identified. Notice that for telock, we used different options (98 or 982) and for the rough distance, the distance were high.
Not anymore with the prefix distance.
4.4

Combining morphological analysis and Function clustering

Let us come back to our broad objective. In our research group, we are developing
morphological analysis (ma) that is used for malware identification. We recall

that ma belongs to the branch of detecting method based on abstract control
flow graph identification, see [BMM06] for an other example. In other words, it
puts into light underlying algorithms, not functions. So, our question was the
following: is there a relationship between functions and morphological analysis?
Or to put it in a more precise setting: are there some specific algorithms before
calling functions?
So, we came back to our application database and we applied morphological
analysis. The learning process went well. To sum up, we had at least 73 specific
sites (some remarkable graphs within applications). The main difference between
applications is whether they are stand alone or if they are based on dynamic
libraries. In the first case, we have lots of sites, in the latter one, much less.
Then, as we did above, we computed a correlation matrix that is displayed
below.
IZArc2Go
winrar
peazip
winzip32
7zFM
notepad++
notepad
gvim
editpad
pspad
iexplore
firefox
chrome
opera
Safari
quicktime
iTunes
vlc
realplay
wmplayer
mspaint
winword
powerpnt
excel
wordpad

IZArc2Go winrar peazip winzip32 7zfm notepad++ notepad gvim editpad pspad iexplore firefox chrome opera Safari quicktime iTunes vlc realplay wmplayer mspaint winword powerpnt excel wordpad
0.00
9.89
9.57
9.04
10.96 4.48
2.45
9.94
6.74
9.86
9.89
0.00
5.31
4.92
4.79
9.19
5.43
7.25
1.77
9.19
0.00
9.57
5.31
0.00
6.16
5.65
9.50
3.74
1.39
3.90
5.61
9.30
10.00
0.00
9.04
4.92
6.16
0.00
2.45
9.26
3.91
5.42
5.35
9.55
0.00
3.14
1.05
10.96
4.79
5.65
2.45
0.00
10.60
3.79
4.73
5.35
5.61
10.70
4.48
0.00
6.06
7.24
2.45
9.19
9.50
9.26
10.60 6.06
0.00
9.25
6.04
10.20
3.14
0.00
2.33
0.00
2.34
2.63
3.23
9.94
5.43
3.74
3.91
3.79
9.25
0.00
3.26
3.05
9.30
9.25
7.25
1.39
5.42
4.73
3.26
0.00
4.03
2.34
0.00
1.89
2.34
2.63
1.89
0.00
2.18
6.74
1.77
3.90
5.35
5.35
6.04
3.05
4.03
0.00
6.04
0.00
3.23
2.34
2.18
0.00
5.61
5.61
0.00
9.30
1.05
2.33
9.30
0.00
3.28
0.00
0.97
1.05
0.97
0.00
0.97
9.86
9.19
10.00
9.55
10.70 7.24
10.20
9.25
6.04
1.05
0.97
0.00
3.28
0.00

Some clusters occur. They are:
[{’winword’, ’vlc’, ’powerpnt’, ’7zFM’, ’excel’, ’peazip’}, {’notepad’, ’wordpad’},
{’realplay’, ’Safari’, ’firefox’, ’Quicktime’}, {’iexplore’, ’mspaint’},
{’iTunes’, ’chrome’, ’IZArc2Go’, ’pspad’, ’winzip32’, ’wmplayer’, ’editpad’,
’gvim’, ’opera’, ’notepad++’, ’winrar’}]

that brings back some of the clusters that we have seen above. For instance,
we see the link between firefox, safari and quicktime. No surprises, there
are differences since we are using a very different mechanism. But, a manual
verification on common sites showed us that algorithmic relationships correspond
to function relationship (around one third of the sites). In other words, the
function analysis could be used to enrich our own methodology.

5

Conclusion

We propose a mapping from functions to their intentions via a vector of words
within a natural language. It is based presently on the function documentation
provided by microsoft, but it could be extended to any vendors.

In a second step, we discuss the question of function clustering, the idea
being to avoid dubious distinction. The clustering may be performed at different
levels, depending on the expected precision.
In a third step, we relate the function clustering to other issues. We compare it with respect to microsoft’s own clustering. Then, we work on program
identification and packer identification. In a last step we compare it to our morphological analysis.
Finally, we provide on our web-page a plugins for ida that maps functions to
their vectors, or alternatively to the url of each function. The plugins is available
on our git repository.
As a perspective, we would like to explore a little bit further the natural
language aspect of our approach. For instance, we did not relate words one to an
other with respect to their own semantics. We think that this could strengthen
the semantics of functions even more. An other idea is to look for informations
in a much broader way: there are tons of tutorials, technical explanations and
code samples on the web. Machine Learning techniques could be applied to these
data (that could be inspired by the work of Lakhotia et al [LL15] or Tawbi et
al. [SSM+ 16]).
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